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Abstract

The growing attention in reducing the risk of collisions or groundings during the approach to a har-

bour or while navigating in narrow fairways, makes the escort activities of paramount importance

for a safe navigation in different scenarios. To this end, since early-design stage, Classification So-

cieties prescribe to evaluate the maximum steering and braking force the tug is capable to provide.

The analysis is usually performed adopting simplified methods, grouping all propulsive devices to-

gether to solve the equilibrium on horizontal plane. In this work, an advanced equilibrium resolution

method is proposed considering each propulsive device as an independent actuator. This method

allows to simulate the behaviour of a steerable thruster, by means of a 4-quadrant modelling of

a ducted propeller, considering cross-flow effect as well. The adoption of such enhanced method

makes the estimate of escort performances more reliable. To this aim, the performance prediction

obtained with simplified and advanced method are here compared for a reference escort tug.

Keywords: Escort tug, safe operations, thruster modelling, thrust allocation, optimisation

algorithm

1. Introduction

The navigation in narrow fairways and the manoeuvring approaches to harbours present one

of the higher concentration of accidents [1], that may be due to propulsion engines malfunction-

ing or loss of rudder control [2]. It is than advisable to manoeuvre the vessel with the additional

steering support of an escort tug reducing accident risk [3]. The escort unit is quite different from5
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Nomenclature

β Drift angle

βp Propeller hydrodynamic pitch

∆ Vessel displacement

δ Propeller inflow angle

φ Heeling angle

ρ Water density

τ Towing force angle

AF Vessel frontal area

CT Propeller thrust coefficient

Cx, Cy, CM Hydrodynamic forces/moment

coefficients

Cx′ , Cy′ Dynamic propeller characteristics in

crossflow

D Propeller diameter

DH Hydrodynamic drag

FB Braking force

FH Hydrodynamic force

FP Propulsor force

FS Steering force

FT Towing force

Fx Longitudinal force component

Fy Lateral force component

g Gravity acceleration

GMT Transversal metacentric height

LH Hydrodynamic lift

LPP Length between perpendiculars

MH Hydrodynamic yawing moment

Mx Heeling moment

MZ Yaw moment

n Propeller revolutions

NP Number of propulsors

P/D Propeller pitch-diameter ratio

T Propeller thrust

VA Propeller advance speed

Vr Propeller relative speed

VS Vessel escort speed

xP Longitudinal position of the propulsor

xT Longitudinal position of the towing

force application point

yP Lateral position of the propulsor

yT Lateral position of the towing force ap-

plication point
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conventional tugs. Not only the bollard pull, mainly related to engine power, is a primary tug

escort quality [4] but also the capability to generate steering forces, related to hull geometry [5].

In this sense, the determination of the hydrodynamic forces acting on the hull is of paramount

importance. Empirical methods [6, 7], model tests [8, 9], regressions derived from model test [10] or

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods [11, 12, 13] allow evaluating these forces. Nowa-10

days, research activity on this subject is more focused on the computational determination of

hydrodynamic forces [14, 15], than on procedures needed to estimate the escort capability from

predetermined loads.

Escort tug capabilities can be determined solving a quasi-steady equilibrium [16, 17] or simu-

lating a complete escort operation scenario [18, 19]. The first option needs less computational time15

and design information, then it is preferable for a global investigation of the tug capabilities. For

the quasi-steady approach, simplified methods are available in literature [5, 6, 11, 10] to solve the

equilibrium system, all based on the concept of grouping the tug propulsors in a single equivalent

unit. This work proposes to enhance traditional escort-capability prediction methods. Firstly, an

iterative procedure is presented, also solving the transversal equilibrium of forces. Secondly, the20

4 DoF equilibrium system is solved with a non-linear thrust allocation logic [20]. The second en-

hancement allows individual modelling of the thruster actions as it happens on-board. Moreover,

to better reproduce the thruster behaviour, additional constraints have been added to the thrust

allocation procedure, describing the propulsor behaviour in cross-flow with 4-quadrant modelling

of the propeller based on the Ka 4-70 series [21].25

The standard and newly developed procedures have been applied and compared on a reference

tractor tug equipped with steerable thrusters. The obtained results highlight the potential benefits

of the newly developed methodology compared to the standard ones. The method is suitable to

determine the escort capability of a tug already in an early-design stage, independently from the

source of hydrodynamic loads used for the calculations.30

2. Escort Tug equilibrium

For the global determination of escort performances, especially in the early-design stage, a

quasi-steady approach is preferable to time-domain simulations. Therefore, the forces the tug can

transmit to the assisted ship are determined by solving the equilibrium equations on the horizontal

plane. The equations can be referred both to the assisted vessel reference system and to a tug-fixed35
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one. Figure 1 reports the two reference systems. It is convenient to solve the system of equations in

the tug fixed reference system, writing the equilibrium with NP propulsors in the following form:

FTx +

NP∑
i=1

FPxi
= FHx (1)

FTy +

NP∑
i=1

FPyi
= FHy (2)

−FTxyT + FTyxT +

NP∑
i=1

(
−FPxi

yPi + FPyi
xPi
)

= MH (3)

where FT is the towline force, FP is the propulsors force, and FH , MH are the hydrodynamic

forces/moments acting on the tug; xT ,yT and xPi,yPi are the longitudinal and lateral position of

the towline and propulsor devices respectively. The forces acting on the vessel are a function of the40

drift angle β, the towline angle τ , and the assisted ship velocity VS . To estimate the escort tug

performances, it is then necessary to evaluate the forces transmitted to the escorted ship, i.e. the

braking force FB and the steering force FS . Therefore, the main calculation target is to estimate

the towing force FT for a set of towing angles τ granting the quasi-steady equilibrium.

2.1. Reference Tug45

The reference tug analysed in this study is a sample tractor tug, equipped with two azimuth

thrusters for the propulsion, and having the main particulars as listed in Table 1. Tractor tugs have

the peculiarity to perform the escort operation by the stern. Therefore, the vessel representation

should rotate 180 degrees compared to the reference given in Figure 1. However, the plotted force

breakdown remains valid, being, for tractor tugs, the propulsors located at the vessel bow and the50

towing point at the stern. In this work, hydrodynamic forces derive from coefficients obtained by

CFD simulations available in the literature for a tractor tug [22]. Several authors [7, 17] adopt lift

force LH and drag force DH to describe hydrodynamic loads. However, using a tug-fixed reference

system, it is handier to refer hydrodynamic forces to local x and y directions. The following

formulations link coefficients and dimensional values:55

FHx
= Cx (β)

1

2
ρAFV

2
S (4)
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FHy
= Cy (β)

1

2
ρAFV

2
S (5)

MH = CM (β)
1

2
ρAFLPPV

2
S (6)

where AF is the reference tug front-area, LPP is the length between perpendiculars, and VS is

the escort speed. The coefficients are a function of drift angle β; Figure 2 reports the ones adopted

for this study. The drift angles have been adapted to the reference system of Figure 1, considering

the peculiarity of the tractor tugs stern operations.

2.2. Simplified resolution methods60

The tug equilibrium system can be solved in different ways, adopting multiple simplifications

levels. These methods are widely applied, principally for the early design stages, as they are easy

to implement and fast to execute. The following section describes the most common techniques

available in the literature for the equilibrium determination. All the simplified methods have the

common assumption to consider all the propulsive devices grouped in a single thrust generator65

positioned on tug centreline (see Figure 1). Aforementioned allows writing the equilibrium system

given by equations (1), (2) and (3) neglecting the sum of all the propulsive devices.

2.2.1. Pure indirect towing method

One of the possible additional simplifications is dealing with the so-called pure indirect towing

method. In this case, delivered thrust is always oriented in tug lateral direction y to simplify the70

resolution algorithm. So, the equilibrium on the horizontal plane reduces to the following equations:

FTx
= FHx

(7)

FTy
+ FPy

= FHy
(8)

FTy
xT + FPy

xP = MH (9)

Equation (7) directly provides the longitudinal towing force FTx at each speed VS and drift

angle β. Then, a proper combination of equations (8) and (9) gives the remaining unknowns FTy
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and FPy . Finally, the two towline force components in the tug-fixed reference system determine the

towing angle τ .75

2.2.2. Powered indirect towing method

This second option derives from the previous method. Here, the propulsors force includes also the

component along x direction. However, this methodology imposes that the x direction propulsive

component derives from the usage of all the available thrust. That requires the following changes

to equation (7):80

FTx
+ FPx

= FHx
(10)

Equations (8) and (9) are still valid in this case; thus, the FTy
and FPy

remain the same as the

pure indirect mode. A further step is needed to solve the equilibrium in x direction; otherwise, the

system admits infinite solutions. Therefore, imposing that the tug uses all the available on-board

power to perform the escort duties allows calculating the FPx component as follows:

FPx
=
√
F 2
PMAX

− F 2
Py

(11)

where FPMAX
is the maximum available thrust considering all the thrusters grouped in a single85

unit. Equation (11) is valid only when FPy
< FPMAX

; otherwise, equilibrium solution does not

exist. Thus, when equation (11) is likely to solve, a towing force is found with a different value and

orientation τ than for the pure indirect case.

2.2.3. Iterative resolution method

In the two methods presented above, propulsive force assumptions led to a set of solutions90

that are a function of drift angle β. An alternative way to solve the equilibrium system, without

additional assumptions on the propulsive force, is to reduce the number of dependent variables

considering fixed more than one parameter per each calculation. Because the towline force is a

combined function of the drift β and towline angle τ , it is convenient to consider also FT as an

independent variable. Therefore, three loops can be nested, one for τ one for β and one for FT .95

According to this modelling, at each iteration, it is sufficient to solve equations (10) and (8) for the

equilibrium in x and y direction, being FPx
and FPy

the only unknowns. However, this resolution
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method is not balancing the yaw moment, as the solutions of equations (8) and (10) does not

necessarily satisfy equation (9).

It is then sufficient to evaluate the total yawing moment at each τ and β for a selected range of100

FT respect to the towing point A (Figure 1) to obtain the equilibrium moment:

MTOT (FT ) = FPy
(xP − xT ) + FHx

(−xT ) −MH (12)

Being the hydrodynamic force and moment constant during FT iteration, the only varying term

in (12) is related to the propulsive forces. Consequently, MTOT is monotonously varying with FT ;

thus, the equilibrium condition can be univocally determined. Figure 3 gives an example from a

reference τ angle and multiple βs.105

This approach leads to a possible solution for each couple of τ and β, then the maximum value

of FT can be derived for each towline or drift angle. Therefore, this method investigates a broader

combination of possible cases compared to the previous two procedures.

To further enhance the method, it is also possible to introduce an additional equilibrium equation

by considering the rotations along the longitudinal x axis. Thus, the following equation allows110

finding the tug heeling angle φ at each τ , β and FT combination:

φ = arcsin

(
Mx (β, τ, FT )

∆gGMT

)
(13)

where Mx is the heeling moment to point A, ∆ is the tug displacement, g the gravity acceleration

and GMT is the transversal metacentric height. According to formulation (13), the tug righting arm

is following the metacentric approximation; therefore, this assumption is valid for small inclinations.

Anyway, this approach generally led to the estimation of larger equilibrium angles compared to115

the real righting arm curve, resulting in a conservative approach. The presented algorithm uses

this simplified formulation because GMT is a quantity known for the analysed tug and is easy to

determine in an early-stage design. In case the righting arm curve GZ is known, then φ can be

directly derived by interpolation. Otherwise, approximating GZ with a polynomial function of φ,

and substituting GZ to GM in equation (13), the final heeling angle is determined with an iterative120

procedure.

Tug heeling is also influencing the forces acting on the tug. For the selected equilibrium system

to point A, hydrodynamic and propulsors forces are influenced by heeling. It is difficult to properly
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define the exact variation of hydrodynamic forces with vessels heeling. However, a simple approx-

imation can be done considering the lateral force components multiplied by the cosine of φ. Then125

the equilibrium resolution has to be iterated up to φ convergence for each τ , β and FT .

2.3. Thrust allocation algorithm

All the previously described methods consider the thruster devices grouped in a single equivalent

unit positioned on the tug centreline. As a result, the tug thrusters are supposed to have the same

orientation and deliver the same thrust amount. However, during tug operations, the thrusters130

are managed individually by the master; therefore, it could be handy to consider each device

independently during the calculations. To this end, the equilibrium resolution requires to adopt a

thrust allocation algorithm as it is common for offshore dynamic positioning calculations.

The adoption of an advanced thrust allocation algorithm [23], e.g. an algorithm based on

optimisation procedures dealing with non-linear functions [20], could further improve the previously135

described iterative method. An optimisation problem resolution needs the definition of an objective

function. It is convenient to set as optimisation target the minimisation of the absorbed power,

expressing it as a function of the delivered thrust. Therefore, a suitable form for the objective

function can be as follows:

min (z) =

NP∑
i=1

F
2/3
Pi

=

NP∑
i=1

(
F 2
Pxi + F 2

Pyi

)2/3
(14)

In addition to the objective function, appropriate constraints have to be defined to identify140

the problem. In the specific, the equations (1), (2) and (3) (i.e. the equilibrium system) became

three equality constraints of the optimisation problem. It is convenient to use the thruster forces

components as unknowns for the problem so that this constraint set remains linear. Besides, the

process should ensure that the thrusters could deliver thrust up to their maximum limit. Therefore,

it is required to add additional inequality constraints for each thruster device in this simple form:145

√
F 2
Pxi

+ F 2
Pxi

≤ TMAXi
(15)

where TMAX is the maximum available thrust. This kind of constraint is non-linear; thus, both

non-linear programming or constraint-linearisation techniques are proper to solve the problem.

With such an approach, it is possible to follow the same calculation set of the previously described

equilibrium resolution methods, varying β, τ and FT , and including the heeling angle equilibrium.
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2.4. Comparison between procedures150

The proposed equilibrium resolution methods apply to the reference tug giving a worthy com-

parison between them. Calculations pertain to a vessel speed VS of 8 knots. The results are usually

reported on polar plots, representing the maximum towing force FT against the towing angle τ .

Another useful representation is to plot the steering force against the braking one at fixed towing

angles. Both graphs are reported in Figure 4, showing significant differences between the four meth-155

ods. Table 2 presents the obtained escort performances, including drift and towing angle relative

to the maximum delivered forces. The iterative method generates a force envelope, including the

solutions given by the power indirect and pure indirect methods. The predicted maximum forces

are slightly lower because of the iterative resolution used to find the heeling equilibrium angle. The

thrust allocation algorithm predicts the largest towing force values. Only for towing angles above160

90 degrees, the thrust allocation is not giving the maximum force; this is due to the FT step adopted

for the calculations, which was not sufficiently dense to find full thruster saturation at these angles.

However, such τ values are not relevant for escort operations, because this implies that the tug

is ahead of escorted ship stern (not applicable for escort operations). The thrust allocation method

has determined the maximum forces by locating a lower thrust amount than the other methods.165

In this case, the independent thrust allocation balances the yawing moment without absorbing all

the available power. Moreover, the algorithm considers all the possible combinations of τ and β,

giving a broader overview of the escort tug capability. Figure 5 describes in a contour plot the

maximum towline force per each combination of β and τ . For the reported speed of 8 knots, no

possible equilibrium solutions occur in two distinct areas (white colour). The valid range of β and170

τ reduces, and the zone where higher towing forces are delivered decreases too.

3. Thruster modelling

To further improve the reliability of escort tug capability predictions, it is possible to consider

more in detail the propulsors, in the specific, including the modelling of azimuthal thrusters. The

behaviour of the propellers can be described more accurately by a 4-quadrant representation for175

ducted propellers. In such a case, typical phenomena occurring during escort operations, as the

cross-flow, can be modelled by modifying the thrust allocation algorithm constraints.
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3.1. Cross-flow

The standard working environment for a marine propeller assumes that the advance speed

VA is perpendicular to the propeller disc. Then, the developed thrust acts in the propeller axis180

direction. When the tug operates with a drift angle β, then the thrusters are no more oriented

against the incoming flow direction, but misaligned of an angle δ. That means the propulsors will

work in transversal cross-flow. These conditions generate a transversal force, and the resulting

thrust vector has a different orientation and intensity compared to the standard working condition.

Considering the thruster-fixed reference system xy, the force components generated by the thruster185

can be described as follows:

FPx′ =
π

8
Cx′ (δ, βp) ρV

2
r D

2 (16)

FPy′ =
π

8
Cy′ (δ, βp) ρV

2
r D

2 (17)

where D is the propeller diameter and Cx′ , Cy′ are the dynamic propeller characteristics as

a function of the inflow angle δ and hydrodynamic pitch angle βp. The velocity Vr is defined as

follows:

Vr =

√
V 2
A + (0.7πnD)

2
(18)

where n is the propeller revolution rate. Standard 4-quadrant open-water coefficients [21] (a190

function of βp) are a good representation for the dynamic characteristics of a propeller in cross-

flow. In the absence of data for the onboard thrusters, the developed procedure adopts a Ka4-70

propeller. For this propeller, the experimental data are available for a P/D=1.00. Coefficient Cx

is obtained from CT through algebraic formulations:

Cx′ =
tan2 βp cos2 δ + 1

tan2 βp + 1
CT (19)

CT =
8

π

T

ρV 2
r D

2
=

8

π

√
F 2
Px′

+ F 2
Py′

ρV 2
r D

2
(20)

only experimental curves are available for Cy [21, 24]. The thrust component FPy
has a consid-195

erable effect on the CT distribution along with the δ range. Figure 6 represents the CT against δ for
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different values of βp. For bollard pull conditions (βp=0◦), CT remains constant with δ. However,

increasing the βp value, the transversal component appears. That component modifies the shape

of the thrust envelope.

During standard escort operations, the value of βp for each thruster is continuously changing,200

being a function of the VA and of the propeller revolutions n. By considering a fixed pitch (FP)

thruster, n is changing to match the required thrust, thus per each n, a different βP has to be

calculated. In case of a controllable pitch (CP) thruster, n remains almost constant, but the

reference CT curve should change according to the P/D value. This study aims to a quasi-steady

equilibrium resolution; then, the propeller behaviour reproduction requires some assumptions. In205

this case, an FP thruster condition is assumed, modelling the propeller starting from Ka 4-70 one.

At each βp, the procedure evaluates the ratio between the specific thrust coefficient CT at each

angle δ and the bollard pull thrust coefficient in open water conditions CTβ=0◦ . Propeller revolutions

influence the βp value. Therefore, when the thruster is working at the maximum revolution rate,

the associated βp will be lower than in a case requiring less thrust for the equilibrium. Figure 7210

highlights these variations for the case of the reference tug. βp values vary up to about 5 degrees

in the region between 50 to 100% of nominal thrust. The higher differences are for lower loads,

conditions not of interest for the tug capability determinations. Finally, the n necessary to develop

100% of the nominal thrust is the reference value for the analysis.

Under these assumptions, it is possible to implement the cross-flow effects into the thrust allo-215

cation strategy.

3.2. Propeller constraints for thrust allocation

The most challenging aspect is the inclusion of cross-flow constraints into the thrust allocation

procedure. The implemented non-linear optimisation solver includes the standard maximum thrust

constraints according to equation (15), valid for βp=0◦ condition only. Unfortunately, a single

equation cannot describe cress-flow effects. Therefore, a new method is needed to define the thrust

envelope (the curves in Figure 6). A convenient procedure could be the local linearisation of the

constraints, considering the boundary of Figure 6 as an envelope of multiple approximating lines.

Then, at each working βp, the maximum thrust envelope is divided into Nc linear constraints to

identify the thrust boundary as a function of FPx and FPy variables . The generic linear constraint
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for the thrust envelop has the following form:

FPx
≤ mFPy

+ q (21)

m =
FPx (Pj) − FPx (Pj+1)

FPy
(Pj) − FPy

(Pj+1)
(22)

q =
FPx

(Pj+1)FPy
(Pj) − FPx

(Pj)FPy
(Pj+1)

FPy (Pj) − FPy (Pj+1)
(23)

where Pj are the Np points lying on the maximum thrust envelope used to define the constraints.

The number of linear constraints influences the capability to reproduce the thrust envelope; in

Figure 8, multiple subdivisions are reported, highlighting the loss of accuracy while selecting a low220

number of linear constraints. Here, the proposed method approximates the thrust envelope with

32 linear constraints.

This process works correctly when the thrust envelope has a convex shape, which for the selected

case is valid up to a hydrodynamic pitch angle of 10◦. For higher βp values, the envelope is non-

convex. Thus, it should be split into multiple convex regions to perform the optimisation procedure.225

Moreover, the angle δ adopted in the thruster-fixed reference system changes with the drift angle

β. Therefore, the maximum thrust constraints-set should be properly rotated per each β angle,

according to the following formulations:

m =
−∆Py sinβ + ∆Px cosβ

∆Py cosβ + ∆Px sinβ
(24)

q =
FPx (Pj+1)FPy (Pj) − FPx (Pj)FPy (Pj+1)

∆Py cosβ + ∆Px sinβ
(25)

∆Px = FPx
(Pj) − FPx

(Pj+1) (26)

∆Py = FPy (Pj) − FPy (Pj+1) (27)

An example of the rotated constraints-set is given in Figure 9, highlighting in red the additional

constraints needed to obtain multiple convex sub-regions. In this way, all the thrust boundaries are230

changing with the drift angle and, once the thrust envelope is non-convex, it is possible to activate

proper convex sub-regions according to the values of the variables during the optimisation process.
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3.3. Enhanced tug performances calculation

The above-described procedure for the inclusion of propeller cross-flow effect into the thrust

allocation procedure has been applied to the reference tug for the escorting speeds of 6, 8 and 10235

knots as usual for escort operations. Each speed value corresponds to a different βp angle, having

convex and non-convex thrust regions.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the results with and without propeller modelling. The

proposed propeller modelling generates a global reduction of the tug escort capability at all the three

analysed escort speeds. Tables 3 and 4 present a more detailed breakdown of the results, where240

maximum delivered forces are extracted together with associated angles for the resolution with and

without thruster modelling. The enhanced procedure didn’t change the values of the maximum-

forces that much. There are magnitude variations only for the braking force. The steering force

remains almost constant by considering or not the propulsor model. However, the global equilibrium

changes, reaching a comparable amount of total-force for other τ and β angles and significantly245

different delivered thrust and orientation. A contour plot allows highlighting this effect in a better

way. Figure 11 presents the towing force at the speed of 8 knots; the maximum-force is the same for

both cases. However, adopting the propulsor model instead of the thrust allocation algorithm only,

the feasible region for the equilibrium is reduced. Therefore, the possible equilibrium positions

for the tug are less than those predicted without propeller modelling. This limits the operative250

conditions for the escort tug outside maximum force conditions.

The differences between the predictions with and without the propulsor model became evident

at the higher escort operational speed. The speed rise increases the working βp of the propeller. In

any case, the computational effort for both methods is the same, providing a complete assessment

of an escort operation in 2500 seconds of computational time on a standard laptop. The enhanced255

propeller modelling gives a more detailed overview of the beneficial effects of the thrust allocation

method. The proposed procedure estimates higher steering and braking forces compared to standard

predictions.

4. Conclusions

The present work described a novel procedure for the prediction of escort tug performances.260

Compared to traditional methods based on a single thrust unit positioned on the tug centreline, the
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proposed method models the propulsors individually. The calculations performed on the reference

tug show that this method predicts a broader range of feasible solutions for the equilibrium compared

to simplified procedures available in the literature, or enhanced versions of them as the iterative

method. Therefore, the novel approach identifies a higher capability performance for the vessel265

under analysis. The proposed method analyses and solves the equilibrium of the transversal forces,

predicting the tug final heeling angle. Moreover, the implemented thrust allocation procedure allows

for introducing enhanced modelling for the propulsors.

In the present paper, a model based on a 4-quadrant representation of Ka4-70 propeller has

been implemented, adding the specific thrust envelope of the propulsors in the thrust allocation270

procedure, including for the first time the cross-flow effects. The propulsor model led to a lower

escort capability for the reference tug then the results obtained without explicit propeller modelling.

Even though the maximum steering force remains almost constant with and without propeller

modelling at lower escort operation speeds, the propeller modelling becomes more relevant while

increasing the βP . For the reference case, the predicted forces remain higher than for standard275

equilibrium resolution methods.
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Table 1: Reference escort tug main characteristics.

Symbol Unit

Length between perpendiculars LPP 33.0 m

Length overall LOA 35.00 m

Maximum breadth B 12.10 m

Design draught Td 4.03 m

Displacement (salt water) ∆ 1023.40 t

Vessel frontal area AF 39.4 m2

Transversal metacentric height GMT 1.70 m

Number of propulsors NP 2 −

Maximum propulsor force FPMAX
2x175.5 kN

Propeller diameter D 1.80 m

Figure 1: Reference system and forces scheme considering the thrusters as a single group (left) or separately (right).
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Table 2: Escort capability of the reference tug at 8 knots applying the four proposed calculation methods.

Calculation mode

Quantity Pure indirect Powered indirect Iterative Thrust allocation

Maximum towline force FT (kN) 846.0 918.0 894.2 1054.0

associated towline angle τ (deg) 50.0 69.1 70.0 61.3

tug drift angle β (deg) 44.2 44.1 43.9 45.2

tug heeling angle φ (deg) - - 12.8 18.6

propulsor forces FP (kN) 367.6 351.0 351.0 105.5 153.3

propulsor orientation α (deg) 90.0 31.5 31.3 -173.4 -175.5

Maximum braking force FB (kN) 551.4 564.7 742.1 920.0

associated towline angle τ (deg) 47.9 2.0 29.0 0.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 45.6 90.0 44.8 57.2

tug heeling angle φ (deg) - - 12.7 15.7

propulsor forces FP (kN) 385.6 351.0 350.7 169.4 133.7

propulsor orientation α (deg) 90.0 61.1 147.7 -7.1 -9.0

Maximum steering force FS (kN) 651.6 859.3 840.2 945.6

associated towline angle τ (deg) 50.6 69.6 70.0 65.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 43.6 43.7 43.9 44.2

tug heeling angle φ (deg) - - 12.8 18.4

propulsor forces FP (kN) 360.8 351.0 350.6 143.9 162.0

propulsor orientation α (deg) 90.0 31.1 31.6 -174.1 -174.8
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Table 3: Escort capability of the reference tug without propulsor modelling.

Escort speed

Quantity 6 knots 8 knots 10 knots

Maximum towline force FT (kN) 650.0 1054.0 1606.7

associated towline angle τ (deg) 76.3 61.3 50.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 44.2 45.2 45.0

tug heeling angle φ (deg) 10.9 18.6 29.1

propulsor forces FP (kN) 148.5 158.5 105.5 153.3 111.1 160.0

propulsor orientation α (deg) -177.2 -177.5 -173.4 -175.5 0.4 179.7

Maximum braking force FB (kN) 570.0 920.0 1390.0

associated towline angle τ (deg) 0.0 0.0 0.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 50.0 57.2 67.5

tug heeling angle φ (deg) 9.4 15.7 25.1

propulsor forces FP (kN) 156.7 163.4 169.4 133.7 172.1 85.6

propulsor orientation α (deg) -4.3 -4.1 -7.1 -9.0 -10.6 -26.2

Maximum steering force FS (kN) 634.6 945.6 1374.1

associated towline angle τ (deg) 77.5 65.0 60.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 44.1 44.2 44.2

tug heeling angle φ (deg) 11.0 18.4 29.1

propulsor forces FP (kN) 151.7 158.7 143.9 162.0 138.9 163.2

propulsor orientation α (deg) -176.5 -176.6 -174.1 -174.8 -165.9 -177.1
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Table 4: Escort capability of the reference tug with propulsor modelling.

Escort speed

Quantity 6 knots 8 knots 10 knots

Maximum towline force FT (kN) 650.0 1053.3 1600.0

associated towline angle τ (deg) 76.3 62.5 55.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 44.2 45.0 45.0

tug heeling angle φ (deg) 10.9 18.1 29.2

propulsor forces FP (kN) 148.5 158.5 98.8 160.7 69.4 159.65

propulsor orientation α (deg) -177.2 -177.5 -173.4 -175.5 -118.3 172.9

Maximum braking force FB (kN) 550.0 920.0 1380.0

associated towline angle τ (deg) 0.0 0.0 0.0

tug drift angle β (deg) 52.5 90.0 67.5

tug heeling angle φ (deg) 9.1 16.01 25.1

propulsor forces FP (kN) 134.1 129.9 27.7 178.6 146.7 108.2

propulsor orientation α (deg) -5.1 -5.2 21.7 -169.3 -15.5 -21.2

Maximum steering force FS (kN) 634.6 945.6 1332.6

associated towline angle τ (deg) 77.5 65.0 57.5

tug drift angle β (deg) 44.1 44.2 44.2

tug heeling angle φ (deg) 11.0 18.4 28.9

propulsor forces FP (kN) 151.7 158.7 132.2 155.7 91.5 156.1

propulsor orientation α (deg) -176.5 -176.6 -174.1 -174.8 -153.0 -176.5
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Figure 2: Hydrodynamic forces coefficients for the reference tug.

Figure 3: Equilibrium of total yawing moment according to the iterative procedure (case τ=60◦).
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Figure 4: Reference tug escort performances at 8 knots, in Cartesian (left) and polar (right) representations.
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Figure 5: Towing force contour plot at 8 knots as a function of towing angle τ and drift angle β.

Figure 6: Thrust coefficient at different βp.
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Figure 7: βp influence on thrust and revolutions.
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(a) 8 subdivisions. (b) 16 subdivisions.

(c) 24 subdivisions. (d) 32 subdivisions.

Figure 8: Thrust envelope reproduction for a βp= 5◦ with 8, 16, 24 and 32 linear constraints.
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Figure 9: Example of the rotation of linear constraints around point B for different β and vessel speeds.
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Figure 10: Comparison between reference tug escort performance with (left) and without (right) propulsor modelling.
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Figure 11: Towing force contour plot at 8 knots with (lower) and without (upper) propulsor modelling as a function

of towing angle τ and drift angle β.
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